
Protection never 
        goes out of style

HARD TAG @ SOURCE

GEN 2 HT@S      

Checkpoint’s Hard Tag @ Source 
(HT@S) program is an essential 
component of the company’s 
market leading RF EAS @ Source 
program. Moving the non-value 
added labor required to secure 
merchandise to the most efficient 
location in the supply chain is a 
real fashion trend. Checkpoint 
now offers an entire HT@S port-
folio of tags which enables re- 
tailers to choose the perfect hard 
tag regardless of merchandise 
category, manufacturing process 
or marketing approach. 

This comprehensive and diverse 
portfolio supports the best prac-
tice of utilizing an assortment of 
secure merchandising solutions 
to meet the different needs of all 
end users.

Checkpoint continues to enhance 
the world-leading position in RF 
source tagging by adding the 
HT@S product portfolio to the 
industry’s most comprehensive 
and dynamic solutions portfolio 
including FIT™, Pocket Tags, In-
tegrated Loops and other spe-  
cialty apparel solutions.
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Due to the unprecedented level of 

apparel theft, retailers need a power-

ful overt solution to reduce and main-

tain an acceptable level of shrink. 

Checkpoint’s Gen 2 HT@S is ideal for 

protecting a broad range of apparel 

merchandise. Retailers using HT@S 

have realized immediate and signifi-

cant benefit from eliminating in-store 

labor, reducing shrink and improving 

in-stock position.

The Checkpoint HT@S program fits 

perfectly for specialty, mass and de-

partment store apparel retailers who 

manage a complete or partial closed 

loop supply chain.

   Strong visual deterrence

   Reuseable @Source

   Elimates damaging of apparel 

   Seamless design

 -  Checkpoint’s smallest and lightest 

weight hard tag and pin combination

 -  No impact on standardized  

packaging

 -  Satisfies end user needs: loss 

prevention, operations, production, 

marketing and merchandising

   RF HT@S Global Pooling Program™ 

provides residual value of tags by 

returning them

   Tags available 

“Any Quantity, Anytime, Anywhere”

   Designed specifically for application 

@Source

   100% environmentally friendly

GEN 2 HT@S     

Description: 
G2 Hard Tag @ Source (HT@S)
Part Number: 
7311288
Color: 
Grey
Tag dimensions: 
26 x 50 mm  / 1” x  2”
Frequency: 
8.2MHz +/-5% nominal target 
Housing: 
ABS Plastic
Pin: 
17 mm stainless Steel w/ ABS head
Detachers:  
Standard Bakker & Standard Dexter
Detection Performance: 
Evolve A, Trend / Liberty B
Hard Tags / Case: 
1,000
Tag weight:  
7.9  grams
Pin weight: 
0.6  grams

Specifications Gen 2 HT@S


